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Elsevier Research Reference: A Partner
in Pursuing Institutional Goals
Knowledge to Fill
in the Gaps

Presented by Tim Pitts, Bryan Davies and Pavel Milasevic
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Elsevier is Strategically Positioned to Build
Content in Global Research Growth Areas to
Serve your Patrons
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Elsevier is a world leader in digital information solutions
CONTENT

SOLUTIONS

Publishes over 2,500
online journals &
over 33,000 ebooks

Elsevier
Research Intelligence

Elsevier
R+D Solutions

Elsevier
Clinical Solutions

Elsevier
Education

Provides universities,
governments, and
research institutions with
the resources and
insights to improve
institutional research
strategy, management,
and performance.

Helps corporate
researchers, R+D
professionals, and
engineers improve how
they interact with, share,
and apply information to
solve problems using our
digital workflow tools,
analytics, and data

Helps medical
professionals apply
trusted data and
sophisticated tools to
make better clinical
decisions, deliver better
care, and produce better
healthcare outcomes.

Helps educate highlyskilled, effective
healthcare professionals,
using the most advanced
pedagogical tools and
reference works.

PLATFORMS

CAPABILITIES

Elsevier eBooks, Online
Journals, Databases

Over the last
50 years the
majority of
Noble Laureates
have published
with Elsevier

Founded over
130 years ago

Employ over
7,000
employees
in 24 countries

Published over
360,000 articles
in 2014

Received over
1.1 million
submissions in
2014

Work with over
30 million
Scientists,
students, health
& information
professionals

Over 55 million
items indexed
by Scopus
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Elsevier is focused on identifying and collecting the best research
available and disseminating this to the research and teaching
communities
Identify
research
gaps

Help libraries
identify and fill
their own gaps
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Create a
wide range
of content
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Aggregate and
package on
ScienceDirect

Monitor the ebb and flow of research
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Food Supply

Subjects that are big and growing

Biomedical Research
Energy
Earth & Environment

Neuroscience
Chemistry

Results as of 2015
Normalized against average

Chemical Engineering

Fundamental
Life Science

Materials
Science

Subjects where Elsevier has a strong position

Elsevier Books Editorial Strategy - identifying the content gaps

Scopus & SciVal
• Track all journal activity

Analysis

• Research/subject growth

• Identify hot growth
areas and correlate
with high-performing
authors

• Citation impact

• Identify research gaps

• Influential authors and
institutions

• Quantify an idea

• Article citation

• Research funding
• Book usage trends

Results
• Create annual
strategic plan
• Create ‘hit’ lists
• Profile and prospect
for ‘best fit’ authors
• Publish content for
comprehensive
research coverage
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Medical imaging – Key phrase analysis

Journal Publication Output
Image Processing: CAGR 3.4%

Connect with the top potential authors
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Elsevier capitalizes on proprietary knowledge to invest in notable
content gaps to grow our reference base to support
researchers and students
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No. Front list titles*

Definitions

Encyclopedia-like
Entries

Elsevier Scientific
Reference Books

Methods and
Procedures
Scientific
Advances

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

Biomedical

Neuroscience

Fundamental Life Science

Chem Eng

Chemistry

Earth & Environment

Materials

Energy

Food Supply
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An advantageous mix of content

Major Reference
Works
A wide-angle view
of the existing body of
knowledge creates a
cross-disciplinary bridge.

Books
Subject Depth

Reference Modules
Hand-picked and
regularly updated
collections spark new
lines of inquiry.
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Sustained arguments
help widen the sphere
of investigation to forge
new paths forward.

Book &
Handbook Series

Journals
Dynamic links on ScienceDirect
deepen exploration into the
latest research findings.

A comprehensive
snapshot of the current
state of research offers
fresh perspective.
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Harmoniously hosted on ScienceDirect
• 13 million journal articles and more than 33,000 books
• 19.8M book downloads per year
• 12M (11%) monthly subscribed users, many more guest users

All content on
ScienceDirect is
DRM Free
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Researchers and students need access to the right tools to succeed.
On ScienceDirect, the platform and content work together to support
these key needs
Key needs of researchers

Keep me informed of the
latest developments
and news

Help me discover the
relevant information
•
•

Search functionalities
Recommendations

•

BOOK
CONTENT
Breadth
Connecting
Disciplines

Researchers and
students use
both book &
journal content
to build
knowledge
around a topic

Give me access to
the detail I need
•
•
•

Recommendations
Books
Reference Modules

Source: ScienceDirect positioning & messaging research (June 2014)

Journal browse
• Alerts

ARTICLE
CONTENT
Depth in Growing
Disciplines

Make the process
quick and easy
•

PDF download and share
• HTML article rendering
• Content enhancements
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A smart editorial strategy pays
• 74% year over year usage growth for eBooks on ScienceDirect
• 8% usage growth for ScienceDirect overall
• Higher researcher satisfaction since 2013

• Higher purchaser satisfaction since 2012
Source: market research survey by Elsevier

• Highest citation per book by large commercial publisher 2005-11
Source Scopus book citation database, all book types and subject areas

60
50

t

We measure our success, not on the number of
times patrons click or view an article but, on the
ability of our content to impact research /learning
outcomes.

40
30
20
10
Elsevier

Publisher Red

Publisher Blue

Publisher Green
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The value of ebooks in supporting education
and research
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eBook content is a critical complement to journal content,
providing unique benefits to drive research and education forward
Books and journal articles provide different types of content, but for this reason they are fundamentally
interlinked: researchers/students need both to build their knowledge around a topic.

BOOK
CONTENT

ARTICLE
CONTENT

Breadth Connecting
Disciplines

Depth in Growing
Disciplines

 Facilitating new paths for
investigation
 Comprehensive
 Learning tool
 Wide angle
 New topic or recapping old areas







Specialised knowledge
Narrow focus
Extreme depth
Latest research / new results
Applying techniques

Source: Communispace survey of 150 users (students to senior researchers) conducted for S&T Books in October 2014
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eBook content is a critical complement to journal content,
providing unique benefits to drive research and education forward
ebook and journal content are used interchangeably in interdisciplinary
research

“I want to understand the article” – providing a researcher the
foundational content required to understand the terms in a
journal article
“It is a challenge to quickly get a foundation of relevant,
authoritative, knowledge on subjects that are new to me”

“I need to find related foundational information to support
interdisciplinary research”

Source: Communispace and our own
research
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eBook content has longevity: it’s value will continue to grow
• Older books contribute significantly to eBook usage well beyond their first few years.
• eBook usage peaks when 2-3 years old and distributes relatively evenly thereafter.
• About 50% of FTCs is generated by eBooks 0-5 years old and 50% by eBooks 5-20 years old.
• After about 9 years, eBooks still contribute approximately 30% FTCs in terms of a lifetime usage of 20
years.

2014 normalized distribution of eBook usage by age group
100.0%
Usage (%) in terms of 20 years
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eBooks as research resources maintain their value for extended periods.
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Faculty prefer electronic resources to support students
If eTextbooks were available via the library, only 7% of teachers say they would still
assign a printed text—80% would assign an online core text and recommended readings
online, via the library
0
Assign a core text and
recommended readings then
send students to the library to
access for free

7.2%
12.6%

80.3%

Assign a textbook and let
students access however they
want (print, library, 3rd party
provider, etc.)
Still assign printed textbook and
recommended readings

“Makes it easier for the students to find the bibliographic sources I recommend.”
Maribel Castilla, Lecturer, Universidad San Pablo CEU
Data Source: 2012 Elsevier global market research study; responses from 8215 students/researchers and 2870 teachers - a new study will be conducted to confirm our
belief that these numbers are ever increasing as mobile technology has vastly improved over the past few years.
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eBooks on ScienceDirect help faculty maintain and grow the
knowledge needed to succeed in teaching

Maintain my knowledge on
the “basics” in my primary
academic area

62.2%

35.1%

Helps me teach the basics
in areas outside of my
primary subject area of
expertise

Other 2.7%
Faculty need resources to maintain their knowledge and also to be able to apply
across related subject areas, requiring them to expand into new fields.
Data Source: 2012 Elsevier global market research study; responses from 8215 students/researchers and 2870 teachers - a new study will be conducted
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Books top the list of materials needed for the classroom

25.8%

A total of
46% said
they rely on
books for
learning
20.9%

20.5%

14.8%
13.2%

3.2%
1.6%
Printed
books in
the library

Electronic
journals in
the library

Electronic
books in
the library

Online
databases
outside the
library (ex.
PubMed)

Free web
sources
(e.g.
Google,
Wikipedia)

Printed
journals in
the library

Data Source: 2012 Elsevier global market research study; responses from 8215 students/researchers and 2870 teachers

Other
(please
specify)
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eBook Content Complements Journal
Content to Move Education and Research
Forward
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Globally we’re seeing book usage and turnaways mimicking journal
usage and turnaways, reflecting the desire by researchers and students
to use both book and journal content
• Given the percentage of
book chapters to journal
articles on
ScienceDirect is 8%,
the trend clearly shows
that book usage and
turnaways is high
• There has been a
substantial increase in
the usage and demand
for books in 2015
• The percentage of
turnaways to usage is
much higher for books
(50%+ on average)
than for journals

Source: ScienceDirect usage data (Usage and Analytics Team)
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Researchers need both to move their research and studies forward
How books have been used together with journals in a visit from a major organization
socialsciences.book

engine

artsandhumanities.book

compute

environmental.journal

socialsci

mathematics.journal

vetscim

journal subject categories
book subject categories

Data source: ScienceDirect usage data in 2015

The size of the node:

The frequency of the total occurrence in the co-usage sessions

The width of the edge: The frequency of the co-occurrence between 2 nodes
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eBook content is a critical complement to journal content,
providing unique benefits to drive research and education forward
ebook and journal content are used interchangeably in interdisciplinary
research

“I want to understand the article” – providing a researcher the
foundational content required to understand the terms in a
journal article
“It is a challenge to quickly get a foundation of relevant,
authoritative, knowledge on subjects that are new to me”

“I need to find related foundational information to support
interdisciplinary research”

Source: Communispace and our own
research
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eBook Content Facilitates Interdisciplinary
Research to Move Education and Research
Forward
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Globally, 44% of researchers look for content outside their
immediate field at least weekly, while 47% look for collaborators
outside their immediate field at least once a year
How often do you search for content outside your
immediate field of study?
N=352

3%

Approximately, how often do you look for
collaborators from outside your immediate field of
study? N=352

11%
20%
21%

6%

28%

10%
24%
23%
18%

27%
9%
Several times a week

Around once a week

At least once every 6 months

Around once or twice a month

Once a year

Once every 2-3 months

Once every 2-3 years

Once every 6 months
Less often/never

Less often/never

It depends on what I'm working on at the time

It varies

Research carried out RAP by for Research and Academic Relations, Feb / March 2015
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eBooks facilitate interdisciplinary research and study
3217 journal articles from across 19 subject areas referenced in
Poylphenols in Plants

Books on
ScienceDirect

# OF ARTICLES
REFERENCED

Agricultural & Biological Sciences
Chemistry
Biochemistry, Genetics & Molecular Biology
Environmental Science
Pharmacology, Toxicology & Pharmaceutics
Medicine
Chemical Engineering
Engineering
Nursing
Immunology & Microbiology
Materials Science
Physics & Astronomy
Multidisciplinary
Earth & Planetary Sciences
Social Sciences
Energy
Computer Science
Arts & Humanities
Health Professions

Books consolidate thousands of hours of research, define the relationships and
interdependencies, and provide a chronology of discovery.

1011
840
682
193
128
105
58
54
51
26
24
16
10
6
4
3
3
2
1

Source: Scopus data

33,000

SUBJECT AREA
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eBooks are an entry point to research topics in many disciplines,
supporting seamless interdisciplinary endeavors
International Encyclopedia of the Social and Behavioral Sciences,
Second Edition
Publisher share by subject
Count of article references
of the article references

 3998 Chapters
 146051 References in chapters
 59151 Links to Scopus (41%)
 38491 Documents with identified
subject and publisher
 27 /27 Main Subjects

Elsevier

Comp. A

Comp. B

Other

by Subject
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eBooks are an entry point to research topics in many disciplines,
supporting seamless interdisciplinary endeavors
For users accessing International Encyclopedia of Social and Behavioral Science
on ScienceDirect, these are the disciplines from which users also access journal
articles in the same session

Journal
Subject
Categories

The width of line
signifies how often
the journal subject
category has been
used together with
IESBS
Co-usage
sessions

No. of articles
accessed
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Workshop:
Product Development Review
and Group Discussion

31
31

eBook Forum Workshop
Product Development Preview &
Group Discussion
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Objective:
Making ebook content relevant
for users
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Researchers need specialist & integrated content
Content designed to solve specific problems that require journals and books

Book Content

Article Content

Breadth articles provide different types
Depth
Books and journal
of content, but for
Connecting
Growing
this
reason they are fundamentally interlinked
disciplines
disciplines
 Fundamental
knowledge
 Comprehensive
 Learning tool
 Wide angle
 New topic or recapping
old areas






Specialised knowledge
Narrow focus
Extreme depth
Latest research / new
results
 Applying techniques

Researchers need both to build their knowledge around a topic.

Researchers need specialist & integrated content
Common Interdisciplinary Use Cases that use journals and books interchangeably .

“It is a challenge to quickly get a foundation of relevant,
authoritative, knowledge on subjects that are new to me”

“I need to get up to speed on a new topic in order to understand the
article I’m reading”

“Understanding techniques and processes is required to
understand and reuse the results in a paper, but this information
is very hard to find.”

Source: Communispace and our own research

The Problem

Researchers need specialist & integrated content

The Problem

Proposed Solution
Definitions
Identify novel
research topic

Fundamentals
Explore
subject in
depth

Write a grant,
get funded

Methods and Processes
Design/set up
experiments

Write a new
research paper

Stay up to date in field
Interdisciplinary work

“It is a challenge to quickly get a foundation
of relevant, authoritative, knowledge on
subjects that are new to me”
“I need to get up to speed
on a new topic in order to
understand the article I’m
reading”

“Understanding techniques
and processes is required to
understand and reuse the
results or methods in a
paper.”
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Proposed Solution
DEFINITIONS

Chemical Structure
Latest Research
Reactive Properties

Legal Considerations
Hazards

Handling Requirements
Toxicity

Data Tables

Driving Usage, Sales and Commissioning
ARTICLE PAGE

TOPIC PAGE

CHAPTER PAGE

GAP – User Insight

Subscribed
Usage

Unsubscribed
Usage

Google
Driving Commissioning
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YOUR THOUGHTS?
QUESTIONS?
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WOULD YOU LIKE TO BECOME A
PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT
PARTNER?
b.davies@elsevier.com
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Flexible business models
DEGREE OF OWNERSHIP
Subscription

Patron Driven

Perpetual

Evidence-based Selection

Freedom
Collection

Corporate Edition

Insights Library
Access Plus

Collections

Reference Modules
Access Only

Reference Modules
Access Plus

Pick & Choose
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Freedom Collection
Access without boundaries
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Freedom Collection

Year 1 Access

Year 2 Access
Perpetual Ownership

Year 3 Access
Perpetual Ownership

2017

2016

2016

2015

2015

2015

2014

2014

2014

2013

2013

2013

2012

2012

2012

2011

2011

2011
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Evidence Based Selection
Precisely what your users need
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Evidence Based Selection

Existing Library

1-Year Access

Perpetual Ownership

(before contract)

(during contract)

(after contract)

2015

2015

2015

2014

2014

2014

2013

2013

2013

2012

2012

2012

2011

2011

2011
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Try before you buy – EBS Process

Select collections and gain
access to them for 12 months,
for a minimal, up-front fee

Review usage reports
throughout the year

Pick and choose those
titles you want to retain at
the end of the period
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Perpetual Collections
Unlock comprehensive, subject-based content
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Perpetual Collections

Existing Library

Perpetual Ownership

(before contract)

(one-time purchase)

2015

2015

2014

2014

2013

2013

2012

2012

2011

2011

2007

2007

Pre-2007

Pre-2007

Legacy

Legacy
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Legacy Collection – Classic content
• Collection of scientific titles dating back to the 1870s with no DRM
• Fully integrated with ScienceDirect
• Over 12,000 eBooks in the following subject collections:
New in 2014
• Arts and Humanities
• Computer Science

• Economics, Econometrics and Finance
• Immunology and Microbiology
• Mathematics

• Agricultural and Biological Sciences
• Biochemistry, Genetics and Molecular Biology
Biomedical Science and Medicine
• Chemical Engineering
• Chemistry
• Earth and Planetary Sciences
• Energy
• Engineering
• Environmental Science
• Materials Science
• Neuroscience
• Pharmacology, Toxicology and Pharmaceutical
Science
• Physics and Astronomy
• Psychology
• Social Sciences
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Insights Library
Targeted content in the areas you need most
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Insights Library

Year 1 Access

Year 2 Access
Perpetual Ownership

Year 3 Access
Perpetual Ownership

2017

2016

2016

2015

2015

2015

2014

2014

2014

2013

2013

2013

2012

2012

2012

2011

2011

2011
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11 in-depth subject collections
Deep vertical collections
• Chemistry, molecular sciences, chemical
engineering

Track research
output

Monitor flows of
grant funds

• Earth systems and environmental sciences

• Energy
• Engineering
• Food Science
• Life and biomedical sciences

• Materials science and materials engineering
• Neuroscience and biobehavioral psychology
• Social sciences

Aligned verticals, essential for supporting
cross-disciplinary research
• Computer science
• Math and physics

Identify and fill
research content gaps
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Pick & Choose
Single out the most suitable content
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Pick & Choose

Existing Library

Perpetual Ownership

(before contract)

(one-time purchase)

2015

2015

2014

2014

2013

2013

2012

2012

2011

2011

Pre-2011

Pre-2011
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Major Reference Works for education
MRWs provide a wealth of foundational knowledge in a specific subject, ideal for course
creation for advanced undergraduates, post-doctoral and advanced research level
students requiring more information about a subject.
• MRWs include encyclopedias, with short
articles that serve as perfect teaching
tools for the classroom, and
comprehensive treatises, with longer
articles useful for graduate students and
researchers

Elsevier MRWs by the numbers
• 49,000 chapters in 600 volumes
• 269,000 images
• 39,000 internationally acclaimed
editors, authors and contributors

• Summarize important research in a
discipline, highlighting key authors,
discoveries, principles and methods
• Accessible on ScienceDirect, Elsevier’s
full-text site for STM journals and eBooks,
with no digital rights management
restrictions
• Over 130 MRWs available, with 10+ works
added yearly

“IESBS, a major social science reference work with a
user-friendly interface. Well worth the expense, even
to libraries holding the print version...”
— CHOICE, November 2003
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Reference Modules enable learning!
Learning to research
• The taxonomies within the Reference Modules create a path, making it easy for students to
explore different subjects

• It offers a contained location for all of the information where students can learn to conduct
research
• Trustworthy: Starts with authoritative Elsevier content

• Content: Kept current and time-stamped monthly by experts
• Discoverable: Easy to find answers from anywhere
• Hosted on ScienceDirect: Familiar look; links to journals/books
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Recap

•

Elsevier is Strategically Positioned to Build Content in Global Research
Growth Areas to Serve your Patrons

•

eBook Content Serves Patron Needs to Move Research and Education
Forward

•

eBook Content Complements Journal Content to Move Education and
Research Forward

•

eBook Content Facilitates Interdisciplinary Research to Move Education and
Research Forward

•

Research Growth Areas in Romania

•

Access Models to Suit Your Needs
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Information Management and Librarianship is a Dynamic Field, and
we Aim to Support Your Efforts to Serve Your Patrons with the
Resources they Need to Pursue their Goals
Elsevier Information
Management Resources

Research 2.0 and
the Future of
Information
Literacy
Karvalics and
Spiranec

The Myth and
Magic of Library
Systemc
Kelley

Digital Information
Strategies
Baker and Evans

Maximizing
Electronic
Resources
Management in
Libraries
England and Miller

Emerging
Technologies for
Librarians
Yang and Li
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